Can PID control really be that simple?
Absolutely, and with CLICK it’s affordable too

Process control built with ease
The CLICK PLC family is one of the lowest cost, easy-to-use PLCs in the market today, and now we’ve added to it the most user-friendly PID process control. With the convenient PID interface and the easy-to-follow, color-coded steps, you can quickly set your parameters and get your process under control in no time.

And with the ability to configure up to 8 PID control loops executing every 100ms, CLICK provides the most affordable PID available - starting at only $187.00 for a standalone Ethernet Analog PLC unit (PID available on Ethernet capable PLC units only).

Learn more about simple PID and other great features at: www.CLICKPLCs.com

Streamlined PID for added efficiency
To keep your programming time to a minimum, the CLICK’s PID control has been streamlined to include only the features that most users need. Also, as you set up the PID loop, the CLICK PLC will automatically reserve the addresses needed for the loop’s configuration and operation using intuitive nicknames so you don’t have to waste time allocating memory.